Become a volunteer ethics teacher

Do something life-changing this year

Teach ethics at your local school

For around an hour a week, you can teach an ethics class at your local school and help children develop skills for life.

Ethics classes support children to develop the skills they need to voice their opinions, consider the ideas of others and to make decisions based on evidence and reasoning rather than habit or peer pressure.

In ethics classes, children discuss ethical issues using an approved curriculum designed for each age group and include topics such as Laziness, Voting, How can we work out what’s true? and Imagining how others feel.

Volunteers are needed now to teach ethics classes at a school near you. Training and support is provided.

Only about an hour a week

Find out more at PrimaryEthics.com.au
Primary Ethics seeks volunteers to help meet the need for ethics classes for children across NSW. While over 32,000 children in government primary schools benefit from ethics classes each school week, many more children are missing out.

Primary Ethics is the not-for-profit organisation that is authorised to develop and deliver special education in ethics to children in NSW.

We rely on parents, grandparents and community-minded people to become volunteer ethics teachers in their local primary school. It is a rewarding way to be involved in your local community, learn new things and help children develop skills for life.

Comprehensive training, access to lesson materials and classroom support are all provided. Previous teaching experience is not required.

Opportunities are also available for behind-the-scenes roles including coordinators and regional managers.

"In time, not very much time at all, it will be the decisions of the children we teach today that will shape the world."

— Dr Simon Longstaff
The Ethics Centre

Do something life-changing today.
Apply at PrimaryEthics.com.au/volunteer